Kipor generator parts diagram

Liquid Combustion Technology LCT manufactures top quality internal combustion engines for
outdoor power equipment. Choose your LCT model from the list below to view a printable parts
diagram. The diagram will open as a pdf file in a new window. Use that diagram to determine the
LCT part numbers of the items you need. Once you've determined which parts you need, enter
the LCT part numbers into the search box here:. Or browse through our LCT engine parts here:
Matches of shown. Email: Sales M-and-D. New to Repair? Parts Diagrams. Appliance Parts.
Electrical Supplies. Golf Cart Parts. Can't find it? Small Engine Tools. In-store specials.
Clearance Items. Acme-Lombardini Parts. Agri-Fab Parts. American Lawnmower Parts. Baja
Motorsports Parts. BCS Tractor Parts. Bradley Mower Parts. Briggs and Stratton Parts. Brown
Products Parts. Bunton Parts. Coleman PowerMate Parts. Delta Tools and Parts. Devilbiss
Parts. Dirt Devil Parts. DR Power Parts. Echo Power Equipment Parts. Encore Parts. EverRide
Parts. EZ Trench Parts. Generac Engine Parts. Generac Generators Parts. Genie Garage Door
Parts. Great Dane Parts. Greenworks Parts. Ground Logic Parts. Hatz Deisel Parts. Hitachi Tools
and Parts. Homelite Parts. Honda Parts. Honeywell Generator Parts. Hoover Parts. Jari Sickle
Mower Parts. Karcher Parts. Kawasaki Engine Parts. Kipor Parts. Kohler Engine Parts. Kubota
Engine Parts. LCT Engine Parts. Madjax Golf Cart Parts. McCulloch Chainsaw Parts. Meyer Plow
Parts. Murray Parts. Noram Clutches. Oregon Parts. Parker Sweeper Parts. Peg-Perego Parts.
Porter Cable Parts. PowerSharp Parts. PowerSmart Parts. Razor Scooter Parts. Red Hawk Parts.
Rhino Tool Company Parts. Ridgid Tool Parts. Robin Outdoor Parts. Rotary Parts. Royal
Vacuum Parts. Ryobi Tool Parts. Selbro Blowers and Sulkies Parts. Shindaiwa Power
Equipment Parts. Small Engines. Southland Mower Parts. Speeco Parts. Stanley-Bostitch Parts.
Tanaka Parts. Tillotson Parts. Generator Parts. Tractor Parts. Walbro Parts. WorldLawn Parts.
Wisconsin Motors Parts. Yamaha Engine Parts. Air Filters. Contractor Eqpt Parts. Electrical
Parts. Engine Parts 2-Cycle. Engine Parts 4-Cycle. Fuel System Parts. Handheld Eqpt Parts.
Import Parts 6. Import Parts 9HP. Import Parts 13HP. Maxim Snowplow Parts. Pressure Washer
Parts. Shop Supplies. Snowblower Parts. Tiller Parts. Tires, Wheels Etc. Trimmer Parts. OR
Click for Brands and Diagrams. Example: Ingersoll Tractors is a leading manufacturer. We're
proud to carry the complete line of genuine Ingersoll parts. Finding your Ingersoll parts is
simple with our online Ingersoll parts lookup:. Choose your Ingersoll model from the list below
to view a printable parts diagram. The diagram will open as a pdf file in a new window. Use that
diagram to determine the Ingersoll part numbers of the items you need. Once you've determined
which parts you need, enter the Ingersoll part numbers into the search box here:. Or browse
through our thousands of Ingersoll parts here: Matches of shown. Email: Sales M-and-D. New to
Repair? Parts Diagrams. Appliance Parts. Electrical Supplies. Golf Cart Parts. Can't find it?
Small Engine Tools. In-store specials. Clearance Items. Acme-Lombardini Parts. Agri-Fab Parts.
American Lawnmower Parts. Baja Motorsports Parts. BCS Tractor Parts. Bradley Mower Parts.
Briggs and Stratton Parts. Brown Products Parts. Bunton Parts. Coleman PowerMate Parts.
Delta Tools and Parts. Devilbiss Parts. Dirt Devil Parts. DR Power Parts. Echo Power Equipment
Parts. Encore Parts. EverRide Parts. EZ Trench Parts. Generac Engine Parts. Generac
Generators Parts. Genie Garage Door Parts. Great Dane Parts. Greenworks Parts. Ground Logic
Parts. Hatz Deisel Parts. Hitachi Tools and Parts. Homelite Parts. Honda Parts. Honeywell
Generator Parts. Hoover Parts. Jari Sickle Mower Parts. Karcher Parts. Kawasaki Engine Parts.
Kipor Parts. Kohler Engine Parts. Kubota Engine Parts. LCT Engine Parts. Madjax Golf Cart
Parts. McCulloch Chainsaw Parts. Meyer Plow Parts. Murray Parts. Noram Clutches. Oregon
Parts. Parker Sweeper Parts. Peg-Perego Parts. Porter Cable Parts. PowerSharp Parts.
PowerSmart Parts. Razor Scooter Parts. Red Hawk Parts. Rhino Tool Company Parts. Ridgid
Tool Parts. Robin Outdoor Parts. Rotary Parts. Royal Vacuum Parts. Ryobi Tool Parts. Selbro
Blowers and Sulkies Parts. Shindaiwa Power Equipment Parts. Small Engines. Southland Mower
Parts. Speeco Parts. Stanley-Bostitch Parts. Tanaka Parts. Tillotson Parts. Generator Parts.
Tractor Parts. Walbro Parts. WorldLawn Parts. Wisconsin Motors Parts. Yamaha Engine Parts.
Air Filters. Contractor Eqpt Parts. Electrical Parts. Engine Parts 2-Cycle. Engine Parts 4-Cycle.
Fuel System Parts. Handheld Eqpt Parts. Import Parts 6. Import Parts 9HP. Import Parts 13HP.
Maxim Snowplow Parts. Pressure Washer Parts. Shop Supplies. Snowblower Parts. Tiller Parts.
Tires, Wheels Etc. Trimmer Parts. OR Click for Brands and Diagrams. Finding your Ingersoll
parts is simple with our online Ingersoll parts lookup: 1. Example: Quick Links. See also:
Operating Manual. Revision 4, July, Page 4 6. Page 6: Performance Characteristics 1. Page 7:
Performance Curves 1. Performance will vary depending on ambient temperature, humidity, and
altitude. The output voltage will be higher than usual when the generator is still cold
immediately after the engine starts. Page 8: Dimensional Drawing Unit: mm 1. Page 9: Wiring
Diagrams 1. IG pre b. IGP Pre Page 10 IG forward Page 11 d. IGP forward Page Service
Information 2. Service information 2. Any error or oversight made by the technician while
servicing can easily result in faulty operation, damage to the engine or injury to the operator.

Page Service Rules 2. Use the special tools designed for the product. Install new gaskets,
O-rings, etc. Page Serial Number And Barcode 2. Refer to this number when ordering parts or
making technical inquiries. Page Torque Values Guide I. D Rocker arm 6. Rocker arm shaft 5.
Rocker arm shaft bearing 6. Page Troubleshooting 3. Page Hard Starting 3. Add fuel and restart
the engine. Sufficient fuel Loosen the drain screw and No fuel indicated Add fuel and restart the
engine. Good spark Check for blockage in the carburetor Remove the spark plug and
Disassemble spark plug 2. Install spark plug onto spark plug cap. Ground the negative â€”
electrode i. Page 19 Measure the spark plug gap and perform the spark plug test. Standard
clearance: 0. Perform Replace the igniter the spark test using a new igniter. Page Oil Alarm 3.
Defective oil alarm device Drain out oil completely, disconnect alarm No continuity connection
wire, and check the continuity Replace the oil level alarm between alarm outlet terminal and
ground. Continuity Reset the alarm connection wire, disconnect No continuity Page Engine
Speed Unstable 3. Page Smart Throttle 3. Page 25 3. Additionally, two generators of different
sizes can be run in parallel. The new IGP model cannot be paralleled with an older model.
Troubleshooting remains basically the same. A new parallel box is available with two circuit
breakers. Page Maintenance 1 For commercial use, operation hours are determined by proper
maintenance. Disassemble the oil dipstick and oil drain bolt, drain used oil. Tighten the oil drain
bolt.. Disconnect oil alarm connector when the engine is still running, connect the two plugs, be
sure that oil alarm lights and engine stops. Drain out the oil inside engine and check the
conductivity, conducivity is normal. If the engine is operated in dusty areas, clean the air
cleaner more often than specified in the Maintenance Schedule. Page Spark Plug 4. Check the
sealing washer for damage. Page Valve Clearance 0. Install the plug finger tight to seat the
washer, then tighten with a plug wrench. Timing line of camshaft driving chain should align with
the cylinder head seal. Insure the intake and exhaust valves are closed. Page 34 5 If adjustment
is necessary, proceed as follows. Loosen the adjusting screw lock nut and adjust the valve
clearance by turning the adjusting screw in or out. Secure the adjusting screw with a socket
wrench and tighten the lock nut to the specified torque. Page Fuel Tank And Filter 4. You can be
burned or seriously injured when handling fuel. Keep heat, sparks, and flame away. Wipe up
spills immediately. Cleaning: 1 Drain the fuel from the tank and carburetor, and then remove the
following parts. Page Fuel System 4. Page Fuel Pump And Hoses 4. Page Exhaust System 5.
Page Intake System 6. Page Carburetor Removal And Installation 6. This includes any Kipor
generator ever sold in North America. This drawing is for information only. Kipor will not supply
any carburetor parts other than stepping motors and main jets 6. Page Control Panel 7. Control
panel 7. Measure the resistance by connecting one test lead with the metal outer case of the
engine and the other lead with the 10P connector. Color Circuit unit Standard resistance Blue
Primary coil of the ignition coil 0. Check the AC receptacle output terminal, there should be no
continuity between two terminals. Page 52 be continuity among the four plugs. There should be
continuity between the cable earth terminal and AC receptacle earth terminal. Page 53 2. Should
the capacitor fail, there will be no impairment of any other generator function or output. As the
capacitor is connected directly to the output power supply, it has the potential to store a high
voltage charge and should be discharged prior to testing. Page Inspection Of Components 8.
Page Housing Disassembly 8. Page Fuel Tank Assembly 8. You can be burned or seriously
injured when handing fuel. Loosen the drain screw to drain the carburetor thoroughly before
removal. Page Evaporative Control System 8. Page Guide Plate 8. Page Recoil Starter
Installation 9. Revolve the reel anticlockwise to hang the spring inner hook on the starter outer
shell claw. Page 63 4 Pull out rope thrum from starter outer shell hole completely, pass it
through the handle and make a knot, then turn the handle cover. Loosen the reel to untension
the spring, taking care not to allow the reel to pop out. Page Inspection 9. Primary resistance 0.
Page Trigger Adjustment 4 Main winding Measure the resistance among the main winding
terminals. Black-Black-Black Resistance 1. Trigger clearance 0. Page Inspection Install the
crankshaft, piston and connection rod assembly on the cylinder block. Revolve the crankshaft;
align the timing mark of crankshaft timing shaft with the timing mark of crankcase. Put the
upper groove of chain support plate into block; press the other end to seize the support plate
fully. Insert the location pin into cylinder block location hole and align them, set the support
plate and clip block into cylinder block. Page Crankcase Cover Assembly Clean any remaining
sealant on the cylinder block and crankcase cover with cloth. Apply gasket sealant on the
cylinder block sealing face, as shown. Reassemble the crankcase cover in the opposite
direction of disassembly. Caution Install the crankcase cover on the cylinder block within three
minutes after applying sealant. Page Inspection 4. Tighten the crankcase cover bolt slowly to
the prescribed torque. Install the ring clip by revolving. Standard mm Service limit mm 0.
Replace the bearing if there is abnormal noise or vibration. This manual is also suitable for: Igp
Igs. Print page 1 Print document 90 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?

Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. This manual is
principally concerned with the generator specifications, function, troubleshooting and repair.
There is a separate manual to cover engine overhaul which includes the starting systems.
Service information Page 4: Specifications 1. Page 6: Performance Curves 1. Performance may
vary to some degree depending on ambient temperature and humidity. The output voltage will
be higher than usual when the generator is still cold, immediately after the engine starts. Page
7: Wiring Diagram 1. Page 8: Service Information 2. Service information 2. Page 9: Service Rules
2. Be sure that the harnesses are not slack, twisted or pulled overly taut. Page Maintenance
Standards 2. Page Troubleshooting 2. Page 14 B. Hard starting If the engine does not start or is
hard starting after reassembly, check to see whether the throttle valve is at the full open
position. No fuel Check the fuel level in the tank Add fuel and restart the engine Sufficient fuel
Loosen the drain screw and Abnormal Page 15 electrode. High voltage is generated which is
dangerous. Be sure to ground the spark plug and hold the plug cap with an insulated pair of
pliers to perform the spark test. Page 16 D. Engine oil level is low, but engine does not stop.
Drain all the oil, disconnect wire of low Disconnect oil alarm and measure linkage of Replace the
low oil alarm output of low oil alarm and the ground Connect the wire of low oil alarm
Disconnect and disconnet portfire connector plugs, then measure li nkage of Page 17 F. Engine
speed does not increase or stabilize. Clogged Check the air cleaner Clean the air cleaner Not
clogged Abnormal Check the valve clearance Readjust valve gap Normal Clean electrodes and
adjust the Abnormal spark plug gap or replace a new spark plug Normal Clogged Page 18 H. Is
the engine speed normal? Page 19 J. Engine will not start Electrically Measure the voltage of
Abnormal Change a new accumulator accumulator Normal Abnormal Check the ignition switch
Replace the ignition switch Normal Abnormal Replace the starting relay Check the starting relay
Normal Abnormal Check the starting motor Replace the starting motor Normal Check , repair or
change Item perform at every indicated 50Hrs. Page 21 2 Add the proper viscosity engine oil to
the upper limit if oil level is low. Be careful to over fill. Changing engine oil 1 Remove the oil
dipstick and unscrew oil drain plug to drain used oil. Page Air Filter Maintenance 3 Blow the
inner side of filter element using compressed air or lightly knock it to remove dirt. If any dirt
remains, change the element. Be sure to use a genuine Kipor element to maintain a proper seal
and avoid engine damage. Replace the spark plug if it is chipped or cracked. Page Adjusting Of
Valve Clearance 6 Reinstall the spark plug and screw it tightly after regulating, the specified
torque is Adjusting valve clearance Attention Valve adjustment should only be performed on a
cool engine. Hold rocker axis using the wrench and loosen the lock nut. Loosen the lock nut of
rocker axis to gain the specified intake and exhaust valve clearance. Hold rocker axis using a
wrench and tighten the lock nut. Page Air Filter And Muffler 4. Air Filter and Muffler 4. Page
Carburetor Disassembly And Reassembly 5. This includes any Kipor generator ever sold in
North America. This drawing is for information only. Control panel, charging adjustor and
inverter unit 6. Smart Throttle switch There should be continuity between both poles of the
switch when placed in the on position. If not, replace the switch. Page 31 C. Ignition switch
Check connection between each group terminal, the results should agree with the states listed
in the following table, otherwise it should be replaced. Rectifier Use the item of instrument to
test connection between each group feet of rectifier plus voltage falls , the results must agree
with standard listed in the following table. Page 32 7. Generator, ignition coil, trigger 8. Nut of
flywheel M14X1. Page Ignition Coil And Trigger 8. Disassembly and reassembly Trigger Wire
holding board Ignition coil B. Page 35 2 Trigger Test the resistance between the trigger wires. If
it is not within the specified range, readjust the trigger to the recommended clearance. Print
page 1 Print document 35 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Ever tried to start up your portable
generator only to be greeted by the sound of silence? There are a number of quick steps you
can run through before you dig out the receipt and call the professionals. But one of the most
common reasons for portable generator failure is simply that it might not have sufficient fuel.
Especially if the last time you used it was last year. As well as checking the quantity of fuel, be
sure to check the fuel quality as fuel can degrade while in storage. If this has happened and it
has clogged up the engine, you might need to call a mechanic for help. Check the oil level with
the dipstick and if necessary, add oil to meet the full level. Also check to see if you generator
needs an oil change. Within the product manual of your generator, the manufacturer will
recommend the frequency of an oil change. Below is a good demonstration of a customer
changing the oil on his inverter generator:. Sound complicated? It simply means jump starting
the portable generator Note: only attempt this with condenser style generators not inverter
generators. A small current from a battery can quickly resolve this problem. Field flash is a
simple jump starting technique used in case a portable generator fails to start normally. Use a
battery and connect the wires from the generator to the battery correctly negative to negative,

positive to positive, wires are usually colour coded. Remove the spark plug from the generator,
and pull the starter cord to get it working. One common problem is that a generator is
overloaded and simply cannot produce enough power. Each portable generator is designed to
handle a specific electrical load, which should not be exceeded. The generator might be able to
power the operating load, but not the start-up load which could be anywhere up to five times
higher. Solve the problem by removing some of the items temporarily. Add them gradually,
waiting for one to settle into operating mode before adding another. If your portable generator is
running but not generating power, it may have blown a fuse or tripped a circuit breaker.
Resetting the breaker and replacing blown fuses will easily solve this. However, to prevent this
from happening again, try and work out what caused them to trip or blow before restarting the
generator. If the generator is running, but you are not getting any power, chances are some
internal setting or the motor might have been damaged. To check on this, keep a voltmeter and
ampmeter handy. Find out what the correct readings ought to be from your generator user
guide and check if the meters are giving a congruent reading. If not, then it is most certainly an
internal issue, which needs the expertise of a professional to fix. So, call in the experts! The
best way is to prevent any issues from happening in the first place is to take necessary
precautions and maintain your portable generator. Also replace any parts that might be used
above and beyond their usual running life. And finally, remember to use good quality oil and
fuel as they circulate through the entire engine coming in contact with many different
components. This will stop you from further damaging the generator or voiding the warranty.
For more information, contact the team at My Generator. Sean is the co-founder and Director of
My Generator mygenerator. Hope this helps, cheers! I am having the same issue I took it apart
cleaned the carburetor then see if it was that. And it only starts every 5 seconds. Hi buddy! I
have a Champion watt generator that I have given a service to that runs 30 minutes and then
quits. It runs smooth but only runs 30 minutes at a time. I use to have same issue with a friend
of mine inverter generator it was on overload every time it started. After tearing it appart i notice
in the muffler a small metal filter. I took it out remove all the carbon and gum that it have with
carburator cleaner and put it back again. Since then when the light of overload came on it was
just a matter of cleaning that small filter at the end of the muffler. I recently bought a hyunda si.
It starts up on the 1st or 2nd pull. Problem is if I stop the engine , then try to restart it then it
refuses to start. When I try it again the next day it again works 1st time. Any ideas. Hi Eddie, in
this instance, we would recommend that you contact Hyundai Power Equipment to find you
local service agent who can inspect the generator. My generator was not used in a very long
time and when I tried to pull start it, it does not start. Please assist. When a generator is not
used in a very long time, often it wont start. There are several things that could be the problem.
You need to start the generator with fresh fuel and ideally fresh oil. You should also check the
spark plug as this could need replacement. Other things to check are the air filter which could
need cleaning or replacement, as well as the spark arrestor. If you still have trouble starting
your generator, then you may need to take it to a local small engine specialist or approved
generator service agent. For the kind of issues you are having, you would have to contact the
dealer you purchased it from, or try and contact Kibii directly if they have an Australian
presence. Thanks, Steve. Hi Didas! Check you oil sensor. Remove your oil sensor connection
and then start. When it runs try to connect oil sensor wire. If it goes shut down then your oil
sensor is gone. Remove its connection permanently. Another issue is that check your spark
plug. If it produces continue spark or not. Turn off fuel, remove plug and touch a wire with spark
plug. See that it produces blue spark continuously or not. I have a Pulsar 2cycle generator,
brand new it starts up for a minute then it shuts off and this process just keeps repeating. Any
advice on what to do with this. I must not be doing something right? Hi Tamar, we are not
familiar with the brand or type of generator you have so our advice would be that you contact
the retailer you purchased it from or take it to your local service agent for inspection. Hi Tamar!
Hi, I have 2. Since two days I have clean the filter, spark plug and changed engine oil. After this
my generator starts and then turn off. I have checked all connections. It give accurate voltages
and also pick the load. Hi Farooq, given you have undertaken some of the key generator checks
and it is still not working, then we would recommend you take it to your local service agent for a
technical inspection. Thank you, Steve. Hey, Had the same issue. Turned out to be a vacuum
pressure in the gas tank. Loosen the gas cap and try again. If still no improvement, spray with
starting fluid until the fuel supply builds back up keep spraying and tying to start it. I have a
coleman generator. I changed the oil and dumped out the old petrol and put in fresh with a little
mystery oil spark plug, seems okay. New battery but in turning the key there seems to not be
enough to get it revved up to start it kinda starts making a little noise so I back off it is like not
enough energy for the motor to turn and get compression to turn I think the piston. I am not a
mechanic, right now I am winging this for the technical part that I do know. Is there a reason

that I am missing something? Hi Diane, it seems you have done a good job undertaking most of
the basic checks. Hi Diane Rivers! Have you clean carburetor and Air filter too? I have a brand
new Honda electric start. I just completed full maintenance on it having not used it for more
than 2 years. I tried to recharge the battery with an 8 amp car battery charger and now the
electric start is completely dead. I have come to realize that I should have only used a 1. I know I
fried something but not sure what. Any ideas?? Hi Dan â€” bit of a tricky one. With battery
charging, it is always recommended that you use a battery charger as the charge is then
properly regulatedâ€¦ without a proper battery charger you run the risk of damaging the
batteries with an unregulated charge. Cheers, Steve. Hi I have purchased a 4. Is there a limit to
the time i can run this sort of generator? People do run them for longer, but again, its not what
they are built to handle. Hi Emmanuel we have the same one but have lost our manual is there
anyway you could email me a copy please thanks for the assist regards Joann. The generator
refuses to turn over from the starter battery or when being pull started. It only has a few dozen
hours on it, if that. I just put fresh fuel into an empty tank and charged the starter battery. Oil
level is good. Spark plug looks great. Starting with the battery doesnt turn over or sound like it
is even trying to start. Could use some help. Hi Brendan, thanks for your question. The other
thing could be the fuel â€” was the generator in storage with fuel residue? If so, was a fuel
stabilizer used? Hi Kieran, Thanks for your question â€” from what you have described, it
sounds like there could be a problem with your inverter board. This can be a common problem
with the cheaper Chinese inverter generators like Gentrax, Fuji etc. You could contact Gentrax
to inquire about a replacement inverter board, but often the cost is prohibitive and it may be
more practical to buy a new Inverter Generator. Hope that helps â€” cheers. Hi i have a ryobi
watts petrol generator and is burning spark plugs like in days, can i get some help why its doing
this? Hi Shamir â€” this could be many things; wrong plug, incorrect gap fitting, engine
problem. Difficult to tell without inspecting. I have a pulsar generator and every time we pull to
start, it turns on for a couple seconds then turns off. Need help! Hi Krystal â€” sounds like it
could be a low oil sensor, so check your oil levels. Or, it could be an issue with the fuel line â€”
check that fuel is getting through properly. These two basic steps are a good starting point and
can often solve the issue you are having with your generator. Hi I have a Gentrax 2 Kva
Generator for about 12 months nowâ€¦. My question is this, I was running it on standard
unleaded fuel all of its life from new, a few weeks ago I accidently put in 98 octane unleaded fuel
and whilst this will make it run hotter it has developed a problem where if you choke it as
normal it runs within a few pulls. However when I turn the choke off the engine diesâ€¦.. I took
off the carbi and checked for blockages etc, it seems to me when I open the choke it gets to
much air and dies. But when I again close the choke it seems to run close to normalâ€¦â€¦.. Lost
with this oneâ€¦. Did you get it sorted? I read a post else where that and some Americans and
Aussies on youtube have suggested using premium brands of unleaded fuel works best with
generators. May I suggest cleaning the air filter also check the inlet manifold for cracks and
carb and carb manifold for cracks? To combat this check in your manual if you have one which
screw on the carb regulates the air flow, and adjust accordingly. Portable generators are not
designed for continuous operation day in, day out. For this kind of power source, you would
need to consider a diesel generator that runs at rpm and is designed for continuous operation.
Hi â€” this could indicate that the appliance you are using is faulty and therefore the safety
switch is tripping. Last night it just stopped supplying power volt meter shows zero when it is
usually at it did not trip the breaker and the diesel engine continued to run, I can still start and
stop the engine and it runs freely. Could failure of the automatic voltage regulator cause this? Is
there a test I can do to determine if the wiring has failed? Hi Gavin â€” it sounds like a possible
issue with the alternator. From our previous experience with the Gen Power generators, this
was not an uncommon issue. You may have to speak to the Gen Power dealer edisons. The
Battery and the Starter are in Good Condition. What Should I Do???? Hi Shah â€” if it is not a
battery issue, then sometimes the auto-choke in these electric start units can be causing
issues. I would look at that in the first instance. Thanks â€” good luck. I have a Mishta Xi
inverter generator that runs smoothly when it is started but when I connect an electric kettle to
it, the unit runs for about 15 seconds then stalls. Any suggestions. Hi John â€” we often get
customers contacting us about issues they are having with a generator running their household
kettle. The main issue is that a kettle actually draws more power than most people expect â€” an
average household kettle will draw around watts sometimes more , and will need this level of
power draw the whole time it is boiling. For the money I spent it is worth fixing so any help
would be appreciated. Dear My Generator Team, My 3 kva generator which is causing problem
since a few days. It start normally, but does not generate power. First time it start generator
power after two tries without doing anything. But after a week no more power generation. Next
time even cleaning does not work unless I flashed the generator with 12 volts battery. Now its

not generating power even with the flashing. After changing The brushes it worked but only for
3 days. Then again worked with the flash. Is there any permanent solution? Should I changed to
AVR also? Typically if a generator starts and the engine is running but it is not producing
power, there is a problem with the alternator, or even issues with the outlets. You should also
check that you have not tripped the circuit breaker by overloading itâ€¦In any case, I would
suggest you take it to a local generator service agent for inspection if the problem continues.
Make sure that when you turn it off; that you have nothing plugged in or even turn off the
breaker before shutting the generator off. I have a 3. Does anyone know where i can buy a new
board or even a wiring diagram to figure out which parts are blown? I would like to get a copy of
the wiring cct for a Gi inverter generator Unit has overload light up perm. It is not a model from
a premium or trusted brand. I would recommend contacting them for any diagrams for your
generator. It has been idle for a couple of years and was operating when last used. Do you have
any advice please? Hi my generator pull cord is hard to pull. When I take spark plug out it is
easy to pull. When I put it back in, it gets hard to pull again? I have a GenTrax 1. Sometimes it
will pull a small amount but mostly not at all. Can I get the required part anywhere and can I fix it
myself? Alternatively where in Brisbane can I get it fixed? You will need to go through the
distributor Outbax Camping to see if they can provide you a spare part or have the unit sent to
them for repair. Manual says the overload auto resets after load removal even though it was
working prior to being stored for a few months. Still under warranty I think, but anything I can
do re this? Oil is all OK. Ryobi dont have national accredited service agents like Honda or
Yamaha, so you may have to take it back to Bunnings and see if they will repair or replace under
warranty. Hi, We have an Aldi 3kw petrol generator yes I know! To my ears it seems to be not
running as strongly as previously. My Honda EUi is discharging both live instead of neutral and
live on power output. Please help? Hi, My 2. Kindly tell me what the issue may be? I just bought
a watt earthquake generator and I have 3 light bars on my boat. One runs watts and the other
two range. They are rated for dc and this is a 12 dc outlet. Everything starts up fine. I wait a
minute to plug the lights in and they run seconds and cut off. The dc circuit protector keeps
shutting off. Every time I push the dc circuit protector they come on for the same as before and
cut off. If you have anything that can help me. Thanks Tyler. Hi Tyler, we are not familiar with
that make of generator but in our experience, using the DC outlet from inverter generators for
prolonged periods is not always recommended. The DC charge is not regulated and it is
designed only for a trickle charge for a short period such as kicking over a flat car battery. If
your Generator DC circuit protection breaker trips it may indicate a problem with the circuitry of
your light bars, such as a short circuit. Have you tried running some other low current draw
appliance from the DC outlet to see how the DC protection reacts? Any ideas as to why this
might be? Is your Inverter Generator actually being rotated when you pull the cord. Several
possibilities. Could be the sprag clutch not engaging, could be but unlikely that the spark plug
has become loose enough to allow sufficient leakage as to not start. I presume the starter cord
retracts when released. A bit more info would be helpful. Good Day I am lookin for a scamatic
elecrical diagram for a Ryobi model rg engine starting side ,my dog got hold of the wires
cumming out the bottom end of the control panel please help Regards Nico. Hi Nico, you could
contact Bunnings about that type of information; they are the exclusive distributor of Ryobi
generators in Australia. It starts and runs great, but the fuel tank had a leak so I took the unit
apart and fixed the leak. It has what appears to be a mounting flange with a hole on one end.
Any help would be greatly appreciated. This is the only thing keeping me from buttoning this
up. I really need assistance from the house, thank you all in advance. Hi my Bushpower
generator gi starts no problem but goes from green light to overload within 10 seconds and
outputs no power. Hi Peter, sounds like it could be an inverter or circuit breaker issue. Is there
any way to get new parts? A fair bit of the plastic parts are broken as well as the single phase
sockets. Hi Brenton, that model is an Advanced Power Generator â€” the parent company and
manufacturer of the Advanced Power brand is M Power, who have spare parts. What would
cause a generator to start in weather 40 degrees Fahrenheit or warmer but not in 39 degrees or
under? This is a small portable generator MCI watts. Did you call them? Their number is â€”
they have a portable generator dept. Hi, My generator runs but but as soon as I plug something
in the generator kicks down to really low revs it produces power but a low power how can I fix
this? My gasoline generator suddenly dropped voltage to v. The correct voltage is always v.
Upon switching off and trying to restart, it completely failed. Kindly advise on the possible
solutions of the issue. Thanks in advance. Any ideas on what could be wrong? Hi, I bought a
Grip 7. I just tried to start it after about 6 months, using the battery and wont start so i started it
manually. It is running but I am not getting any power from it. The V. METER goes on and of on
and off. It worked in November with no problem. Why now all of a sudden? I got it cheap about 2
years and only used it about 5 or 6 times for about 4 hours at the longest. What could cause to

suddenly not give power properly? Hi Simon, it sounds like you have either tripped the overload
breaker by drawing too much power which can be reset, or the alternator is damaged. If its the
former, revert to the product manual to reset the breaker. If its the latter, this would require
inspection from a qualified service technician. Thank you. According to the manual the start
position also engages choke. Should start with a couple of pulls, let engine warm up, then move
to run position. I have two problems. It will NOT start cold without removing the spark plug and
putting some gas in the cylinder. When it does start and warms up I can not move to the run
position. I can leave it on the start setting and it runs fine and generates fine. Evidently the start
setting is NOT engaging the choke thus the need to put gas in cylinder. Iam 74 years old and
have worked on cars, engines all my life so not a novice with these things. Any suggestions??
Thanks, Jim. Full Boar FBT I need to remove the main cover on the carby side, but there is one
bolt of some sort still holding it the cover together. Regards Tony Hayes. Working on a
powerhouse inverter generator as soon as i plug anything into it it gives me an overload fault
puts out good voltage with no load also if i put it in economy mode it will give overload with no
liad applied. Is the inverter bad? My generator stayed in the garage for a year now, stored it with
no petrol, think the timing is a bit out; if I try and start it gives a backlash. If you pull the starter
coil it actually pulls the rope back and whips a person. Please help, just want to know how to
set the timing? But why does it only run for 2. I hope you can help usâ€¦. Hi Chris, my first
though is that the ratings are load dependent. So obviously depending on the power you are
drawing from the generator will influence the run time you get. Is there someone I can call to
drain all the fuel from the system and filters etc and flush it and get it going as its only a few
months old. Any help would be appreciated. Hi I have a Pulsar generator watts. It sounds more
fast and louder. Hello, I have a Tahoe diesel generator. It will start fine and run well until I switch
on the power. It will run for about a minute then kill the generator. Any suggestion? I have
changed oil, plenty of clean fuelâ€¦.. Thanks Todd. Cheers Neil. Today I tried to use for first time,
new fuel and oil level good but will not start. Checked for spark with inline spark plug tester and
found there was no spark, even though the spark plug has never been used. Tried several new
spark plugs same result. With multi meter connected to one side of coil and pull starting cord
there is no induced voltage present any ideas as this generator has never been used. I have a
Yamaha is its running very rough and only seems to be outputting volts when it should be volts
ac. You cal call to find a local service agent to assess this generator. Have geny, that i hooked
up to mid size fridge. Ran for 2. Let geny cool down for 1 hr, then restarted geny, ran for half an
hour then stopped. This has now happened a second time. Can you help? Aldi Workforce w
inverter genny. Main coil two wires has continuity as does very small pickup coil â€” strange
very smooth flywheel has no inset magnetics â€” just a raised trigger spot â€” which does not
seem to be magneticâ€¦ or if so, is only very slightly. Checked OnOff switch â€” ok. I think this
is a problem I have encountered a few times. On the end of the spark plug wire is a black plastic
or bakelike cap to attach to the plug. If you look inside were the plug attaches you will see a
brass flat head screw. Take a flat head screwdriver, place it on the screw head and gently
unscrew. Inside you should find a spring and a piece of carbon material. The carbon is there to
reduce radio interference and makes continuity between wire and brass plug. I found in the past
with some older units the carbon dissinegrates and continuity is lost, hence no spark. God luck.
Not in shed, so plenty of air, in fact new air filter, choke in. Not on eco throttle, giving 2. Thanks
Rob. How can I get that service? What would that cost to have it service? I am hoping you can
help. Getting ready for a hurricane and I went to test the generator only to find the choke has to
stay on and it purrs like a kitten however I am not getting any power out of the generator. Hi I
have a w inverter petrol generator bought from masters in Australia. I need to source a coil. Do
you have any ideas? Cheers MIchelle. I opened my new Fuji Micro Fi , fueled, oiled, would not
start. Followed the manuals checks and when I removed the plug using the supplied spanner,
disaster â€” as the spanner does not actually grip the plug, once it is undone fingers are needed
to get it out. A diificult area, plug disappeared in to the cowling area Note: use a proper plug
socket that keeps a grip of the plug!!! Mistake: I now have a shortish black cable from the black
cylinder from whence the plug cable emerges other cables going in. I have a photo if it makes it
easier. Any suggestions of what it might be the problem? I have a wolf professional generator. It
runs but no power being produced. Please any suggestions? I just drained the fuel and oil and
replaced the plug and motor starts and runs nicely but i am getting now lights power, overload
and pilot illuminated and no power coming from the outlets. Any ideas? Hi Bryan, typically with
your described issue that means there is a problem with the inverter. I have a tailgater 2 cycle
generator. Use it for 2 weeks. The ac voltage has drop to 20 voltage. The motor run ok. I never
over loaded it. Need help. After its start it will power something then just stops. My generator
was working well today.. But when i switched it off, i forgot to close the fuel valveâ€¦ Got back
home this night and it wouldnt start. The fluel valve was left open for approximately 6 hoursâ€¦

What do i do? I have a Ryobi inverter. Im having the overload alarm and its not producing any
power. What could be wrong? Hi there, I have a Ryobi Rg It runs fine, but there is petrol leaking
from a circular metal housing when it runs â€” I have no idea what this part is. I suspect spring
screw is missing, as there is one on the top of the housing. Have been given a PRO-TIGER-TG
Generator, it has spark ,not sure on the fuel did put fresh fuel in but still does not start plenty of
compression I belive the generator has not been used in seven or eight years, any ideas? Could
you recommend where one could obtain a manual and a repair dealer? Thank you, your advice
would be much appreciated, Regards Bob. It does work if I push the govener by hand. I recently
bought a used Ryobi w digital inverter generator. It does not start and I can not see any spark in
Spark plug. I assume that the coil is wrong maybe. Am in in the right path? If that was not the
problem, what is the next step? Hi I have a wolf generator runs fine but as soon as I put any
load on it cuts out Any ideas how I can fix it Thank you Daz. That sounds like the inverter or the
alternator has gone. It may have been overloaded at some point. You might get lucky and only
have to replace the capacitor if it is that type , but most likely it will be the inverter or alternator
that needs replacing. To know for sure, you should take it to your local service agent for
diagnosis. At M y Generator , we ensure that all of our products come with a service agent
support around Australia. Hi, I have a Clarke IG 1kw inverter generator. I tried to use it to run
some lights etc at a party and after about 10 mins of running it showed overload and cut the
power engine carried on running. After resetting it would work for about 10 mins again then trip
every time. In the end we ran all the audio equipment and lights on the second generator which
worked fine, so not an issue with the lights. Hi, I have a generator and yesterday it ran out of
gas and I refilled it straightaway. Any good portable generator should come with a
comprehensive user manual with a section for trouble-shooting. If the generator has a choke,
you may have to start with the choke on. It is always a good idea to check the spark plug is
clean and intact. I have a EUi Honda generator. It runs fine for about an hour and then revs up
and down before it quits. I have to pull the choke on and 2 or 3 hauls and it will go again but
same thing happens. Gas and oil is fine and new spark plug. Vent in gas cap is ok. Air filter is
good. Carb was cleaned. At a loss for the problem I have. I got a 2 cycle W generator yesterday,
brand new. Got it to charge a teardrop camper battery and run small Watt devices nothing over
W. In the process of getting it setup and connecting devices, the circuit breaker tripped a couple
times. Now, the generator puts out some power 75 volts but not enough to run things at full
capacity. Any thoughts on what it could be? Dear MyGenerator team, I have Suzuki 2. It was
working very well. From last week when we put to watts load ,it lose its power and voltmeter
shows zero. We have to use this generator for the power for which it is designed for that is 2. At
least it should give us power of watts which it had been producing previously. What is the
cause and what will be the solution???? Many appliances will have a start up power
requirement in the order of times the running power. Therefore you may require a larger
generator. Many thanks. Hi, my Gentech 7Kva generator ran out of fuel on load and now only
supplies 10volts instead of It only seems to have a diode and capacitor inside, no fuses etc.
Cheers â€” Steve. Hi, i have a Zipper iv inverter Generator and my question is if there is an
option to throttle up the engine like the Eco switch on a honda inverter? The inverter circuit of
the generator shows several unconnected pins and i assume that two of those pins connected
could result in a throttle up. My Problem is if i wanna charge some Lipo batteries on the field the
Charger draws about W , the Charger shut itself down because the voltage drops so hard as i
start the charging process. I plugged it into an RV and it sounds like the engine really has to
work and keeps cutting the power off and on. Hello i also have a problem with my impax im my
fuel finish ,i put another fuel and that is how the problem started if i starts the engine and set
the choke to choke position the engine work, but when reverse the choke to run positon then
the engine dies , and it get very hot ,i dont know where the problem is i need help thank you. I
am not sure the exact model, so you should always contact your local repair agent for that
particualr Generator. There is nothing plugged into it, it just runs happily then the light comes
on. I have a Powerhouse inverter generator that has never been started and is about 4 years old.
I put oil in, fresh gasoline and when I start it, it goes to full throttle and overload light is on with
nothing plugged into it. I moved the throttle plate manually and it stayed at mid throttle but
overload light was still on. Hi Jesse, thanks for your question. Sounds like the carburetor or jets
are blocked. Leaving fuel sit for that long will definitely have adverse affects to the engine. You
can check out our blog on Generator Maintenance and Safety Tips for more information. I have
a fuji puresine micro 4. It has only recently started doing it. I can not find any help to do with fuji
generators hoping you can help. Unfortunately we cannot be much help with this brand of
generator â€” we would recommend contacting the manufacturer or another company who
supplies the Fuji Puresine Micro generators. My w pro point generator is trying to start when I
turn key but isnt starting and my air filter is covered in oil, and I hear a knocker on the piston

head any thoughts?? I have owned and ran my yamaha alot but now the low oil light flickers as
it dies then light goes out and it speeds up again. Where is the Low oil pressure sensor yellow
wire located so i can cut it? Thanks for reaching out. Unfortunately we do not have an exploded
parts diagram which would display where this pressure sensor wire is located â€” in this case
we recommend contacting Yamaha who will be able to assist you further. Maybe some parts of
it freeze or something. Does that sound like a common issue? We recommend seeing a small
engine mechanic. The cold temperatures are probably causing the issue, but there could be
something else at play. This definitely should not be happening. We strongly recommend going
to your nearest service agent or electrician to look into this. Model Ryix. When cold overnight
cold it takes 12 or more pulls to get it started. Once started, I can shut it off and it restarts right
away. I removed the carburetor cleaned it manually, poked out all the holds, removed the main
tube and cleaned, removed the black idle screw and cleaned both inside the carb and the black
fuel inlet. Blew compressed air through out and then let it sit in an ultra sonic cleaner with heat
in gun cleaner solvent Slip great cleaner for an hour, rinsed off the carb and dried. The carb is
clean. Looking at the choke it seems to be closed correctly when in the start position. Changed
the spark plug and gaped to 0. I went in the middle. Emptied the fuel tank blew the inside dry
and even had a small vacuum tank completely empty and tried to suck up any dirt inside the
tank. The tank is clean. Put in 93 octane with stable mixed into the gas. Checked all fuel lines.
Fuel is making it all through the system to the carb. No leaks of fuel anywhere. Tried starting the
unit cold with the oil pressure switch disconnected. Cleaned and oiled not to much oil the air
filter. Spark arrester is clear. I put in a new fuel filter. I am currently running the unit with a watt
load for one hour. I want it nice and hot to let all the new fuel, oil etc to work its way through.
Maybe Valves need adjusting. Please share your thoughts. Thank You. I let the generator sit in
my unheated garage for 11 hours overnight. Same problem would not start COLD. Pulled cord
several times nothing. This time I decided to Spray some carb cleaner into the carb with choke
in the open position it did start. Could it be some internal problems with the carb? Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Don't subscribe All Replies to my comments Notify me of followup comments
via e-mail. You can also subscribe without commenting. Check that the oil level is full. Tags : fix
a generator , generator faq , generator troubleshooting. My ryobi ryi watt inverter dont want to
start. And it says overload and wont start. Start it take off air filter spray carby clean in intake
while running. Greetings from Puerto Rico. Eddie Sweeney. Hi My generator was not used in a
very long time and when I tried to pull start it, it does not start. Hi Sudish, When a generator is
not used in a very long time, often it wont start. Hi Mr. The local service agent are also failed to
find a problem. The mechanic said, there is a problem in the engine head. Sorry to hear Farooq
â€” I hope the mechanic can sort it out for you quickly. Regards, Steve. Hope this helps. Your
prompt reply will be appreciable. Warm regards Engr: Asad Shah. My honda 8kva starts but the
blue circuit safety switch wont stay on. Unable to use. Any advice would be great! Tyler If your
Generator DC circuit protection breaker trips it may indicate a problem with the circuitry of your
light bars, such as a short circuit. Thank you! Your site is great! Sorry L Adams, a search in
mpower. Any other ideas? Hi Admin, My gasoline generator suddenly dropped voltage to v. I
hope you can help usâ€¦ thanksâ€¦. Hi Kel, That is a tough one. The machine would really need
to be assessed. Regards, Nick. Hi, I recently bought a used Ryobi w digital inverter generator.
Thanks Kamran. Hi Daz, That sounds like the inverter or the alternator has gone. Any idea what
the problem could be? Hi Cristal, Any good portable generator should co
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me with a comprehensive user manual with a section for trouble-shooting. You may want to
contact the local service agent in your area for further diagnosis. Thanks, Mike. I am having the
same problem with my tohoe let me know if you figure it out. Hi Shatu, I am not sure the exact
model, so you should always contact your local repair agent for that particualr Generator. I can
advise on what it could be. Hi Justin, Unfortunately we cannot be much help with this brand of
generator â€” we would recommend contacting the manufacturer or another company who
supplies the Fuji Puresine Micro generators. Pingback: Yamaha Generator Overload Light
resigntemplate. Hi Robert, Thanks for reaching out. Hi Eugene, We recommend seeing a small
engine mechanic. Please let us know if we can assist you any further. I have a boar w inverter
generator have power at USB but nothing going to v? Hi Sam, This definitely should not be
happening. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

